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Wyoming Favored in WAC
Editor's note: This is a lwk at · two main problems facing offendefending Western Athletic Con- sive line coach Bill Baker: lack of
ference football champion Wyo- overall depth and inexperience at
·
ming from Bill Young, the Sports center.
Two all-WAC first team choices,
Information Director at Wyoming. The Cowboys won the 1966 tight tackle Mike LaHood (230)
Sun Bowl over Florida State and and split guard Dave Rupp (190),
are ranked in the top 2_. teams in led the returning lettermen who
pre-season polls this year. They fill every position but the critical
are also heavy favorites to re. center spot. Starters also back
are tight end Joe Cassidy (204),
peat as WAC champion.
split tackle Glen Lybarger (235)
LARAMIE - Wyoming's run- and tight guard George Mills
ning attack should b:! as rough- (205). Other lettermen are split
shod as ever despite an injury to ends Gene Huey (172) and Denveteran fullback Tom Williams.
nis Devlin (201), both of whom
Williams, 5' 11", 200, suffered a also will alternate in the defensive
severe knee twist in a short scrim- secondary, and tight tackle Byra
age session Sept. 2 and will be out ·Kite (224), who was shifted from
for an indefinite period.
the defensive unit in the spring.
But Cowboy coach Lloyd Eaton Speed Is Above Average
has a stable of fine running backs
Wyoming's offensive line, then,
that should take up the slack until has experienced men at every
Williams returns to the lineup.
position except cente~ wher~ a
Heading the list is 1967 co-cap- fine-looking sophomore IS working.
tain and All-American tailback Back-up help is inexperienced, but
candidate Jim Kiick, 5' 11", 211, talented. Overall speed is above
who is a two-time all-Western average.
Athletic Conference choice. The
"We could have a pretty salty
other hard runners are junior bunch," Coach Baker allows, "but
Dave Hampton, 6', 200 pounds, believe me, those sophomores need
who was playing both tailback to grow up in a hurry. This year's
and fullback and will now take WAC race could be one of the
over fullback assignments exclu- toughest in years. We had better
sively· sophomore Joe Williams be ready up front.''
·
(no ~elation to Tom) 6', 192
A near airtight defensive secpounds, who will alternate with ondary was one of the most imKiick at tailback, and Joe De- portant factors in the success of
Sarro, 5' 6", 175, vest-pocket let- Wyoming's 1966 football season.
terman fullback.
One half of the stingy deep four
Kiick Led Rushing
that set one school record and
Kiick and Hampton finished came close to another returns to
one-two in the rushing derby last help defend the Cowboy's Westyear, with Kiick leading the Pokes ern Athletic Conference title.
aground for the second straight
But more important, the reseason. Jim netted 597 yards in placements for the missing half
145 carries for a fine 4.1 average, are lettermen who received plenty
while Dave pounded for 384 yards of game experience last fall.
in 88 trips for a 4.4 average.
All-WAC first team halfbacks
DeSano, a good tackler and Vie Washington (180) and Dick
blocker, earned his first letter last Speights (168) return tor their
season as a member of the spe- second and third year of competicialty teams. He ,has good speed tion respectively. Front line safeon his compressed frame-and ties are Jim Stankus (201) and
he's probably the smallest full- Dennis Devlin (201) who are reback in the league.
placing Ed Friehlich, who gradJoe Williams was held out last uated, and Paul Toscano, who now
year, and the season of schooling is the offensive quarterback.
paid off. He led all the rushers
First replacement will be letterin the two spring games, netting man Gene Huey (172) who will
96 yards on 32 trips, running with swing both at safety and halfgood speed and authority.
back. A junior, Huey also will
Offensive Is Key
play offensive split end, making
One of the key factors in Wyo- him a most valuable member of
ming's bid for a second straight the '67 squad.
Second replacement probably
Western Athletic Conference
championship is the Cowboy's of- will be sophomore Jim Keen
(176), a converted quarterback
fensive line.
Eight lettermen from last
year's unit that helped push Wyoming to 12th nationally in total
offense return this fall. These
veterans will partially offset the
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

who also will play both safety
and halfback.
21 Intercepted
Between them Washington and
Speights foiled nearly half of the
enemy passes that misfired: they
either knocked down or intercepted 46 of the 102 passes the opposition missed. Vic, with :09,7
speed deflected a team high of 22
pass~ and intercepted three
others. Speights tied for the team
lead in interceptions with six and
shot down 15 other aerials. All
told the Pokes intercepted 21
passes, two shy of the school record but returned them 270 yards,
a r:ew Wyoming high.
Washington led the nation in
punt returns with 443 yards in
34 trips, both new WAC records.
Two returns went all the way, 54
yards against Wichita and 55
aaginst UTEP. He also paced ~he·
Pokes in kickoff returns With
seven for 234 yards, and the final
return of the year was for 95
yards and a touchdown that scuttled Brigham Young, 47-14, in the
WAC title game in Provo.
Defensive Tries Hard
When you're number one in the
nation, you have to try twice as
hard to stay on top, Hertz and
Avis ads to the contrary.
That's the theory anyway of
Wyoming assistant football. coach
Fritz Shurmur whose defensive
unit .last year was the first in the
country in rushing defense with
a 38.5-yard average that also set
a new record in the Western Athletic Conference.
The Cowboy's "front seven"
(the five linemen and two line
backers) allowed enemy rushers
but 385 yards in the 10 regular
season games, and threw Florida
State's runners for a minus-21
yards aground to help fashion the
28-20 victory in the Sun Bowl.
On two occasions during the regular season, Shurmur's aggressive unit held the opposition to
minus yardage: -85 for Wichita
and -31 for UTEP.
Four Missing
Four members of the 1966 unit
are missing as the Pokes prepare
to open defense of their WAC
championship-end Tom Frazier,
tackle Ron Billingsley and middle guard Jerry Durling (all three
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all-wAC first teamers) and linebacker Tom Gernentz, an honorable mention choice,
The three returnees are all seasoned veterans with two letters

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.
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New ·fexico has only a short
breatlh 1 this Saturday before
jumpi
'nto the Western Athlctic
ference football race
Sept.
·~ainst an always-tough
Brigh
•ung University squad
at Pro ,, .Jtah.
Nev.
'Cico is a strong favorite
over r
State here Saturday
night,
;-om then on the Lobos
take (
underdog role. That is,
every•
'onsiders New Mexico
an U"
•g except the players
and '
'J't,
ule includes a regionally
J game by ABC here
N{l
uinst Wyoming. Last
YE~:
romped past UNM
he
, a televised game.
·ing is Oct. 14 against
Ar
ate. There are six Lobo
hor;
·us. The comt~lete sehedulr
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WELCOME BACK
UNM STUDENTS

New Mexico, showing only occasional sparks of potential,
scrambled past Idaho State University 24-3 here Saturday
night in the season opener for both teams.
The win for the Lobos broke an eight-game losing streak
and was their sixth in the last 21 outings.
Joe Casas, a running back turned defensive back, opened
the way for the Lobo victory with a 96-yard kickoff return
for a touchdown with 4 minutes and 13 seconds left in the
first half.
Moments before Casas's picture-book run up the middle,
A NEW LOOK in Lobo operations, namely the stressing of an nerial attack instead of the running
Idaho State had tied the
oal b
ailing Sherman
game, is displayed by quarterback Terry Stone (right) as he sails a pass over the heads of a horde of
score at 3-3. The Lobos got on Sg 'd
y
Idaho State defenders. Stone and Rick Beitler went to the air repeatedly as the Lobos stiOed Idaho
b d fi t 'th
39
e1 ers.
State 24-3 in the opening game of the 1967 football season Saturday night at University Stadium.
score oar
rs WI a
The Lobo defense held the
_.:.T::h::e_v::ic:.:t::or:.:y~br:.:o:.::k::e::a:.::n~e=i~gh:.::t:..:·g~a:.:m:.:e:...:.:lo:.::s:.:in::::g:..:s:.:t:.:re:.:a:.::k~f:.:o.:.r..:t:.:he:..::L~ob::..o:.::s::..• .:.<U::..N:...:.:M::...P::..h:.::o:..:t.:.o>:.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Y_ar
__
d_s_e_c_on_d__q_u_a_rt__er__fi_e_Id Bengals to the lone three
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Hanging Ashtrays

'

Hanging Lanterns
PLUS
ManyO:her
Selections

By CHUCK REYNOLDS
The 1967 fall semester has
been marked al'Ound the country
as a semester of innovation and
optimism by educators and the
press, with student-selected curriculum, pass-fail classes, and
many other progressive developments.
Although few people may realize it, UNM is not only in the
mainstream of these developments but, with the organization
and implementation of the new

SpOOFER SHOP
2404 Central Ave.
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By GREG MACALEESE
Five buildings, amounting to a
cost of 5.5 million dollars, will be
built on the UNM campus this
year, the offiee of Van Deren
Hooker, UNM school architect,
reported last week.
The new construction will include additions to the chemistry
complex and the heating plant,
modem dormitories, a car repaiJ.<
center, and a studio building for
KUNM, the campus FM J.<adio
station.
Of the :four buildings that un-

277·4102.

FULL TIME-PART TIME
Girls over 18 for New Line: New Train·
ing: Extra. high pay: Can be supervisor
in 2 months. Minimum pay $100, per
month. Call: D'Amico Enterprises, 25o4541. 9/13, 18, 20.

SERVICES
TYPING done at home. Experienced term
paper!l. Call Kathy Hopkin. 265-4072.
FOR RENT
THE COLLEGE INN still has some accommodations avnifbale.. 20 meals a week,
maid & linen service, color TV. swim•
mlng pool, laundry facilities, private
parking, . walking distance to campus.
MOderately priced. 303 Ash NE. Phone
243-2881.
BOOM&BOABD
THE COLLEGE INN still has some aecommodations available. 20 meala a week,
maid & Unen service, color TV, swimming pool, laundry fiiAlillties, private
parking, walking distance to campus.
Moderately priced, 303 Aeh NE. Phone
243-2881.
MISCELLANEOUS
l'HE COLLEGE INN still has some aecommodations available, 20 meals a week,
maid & linen ilerviee, color TV, awilnmlng pool, laundry :tacllltles, private
parking, walking distanee to C&mPWJ.
Moderately priced. 303 Ash NE. Phone
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Do You Need Money?
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It was. awful. At the beach, people kicked sand in my
face. Girls .laughed and called me "Bones." I had
forgotten the cardinal rule of Beachmanship: ''When
you're out of Schlitz, you're out of beer!'
I still weigh 97, but Golw Ned, have things changed.
The guys hang around like real _pals. Tile girls rub
. suntan lotion on my back and call me "Rock."
, ,.
,
.. ~t hap,P.8ned? .SQ~t~, th11t~lf w:h~t ~l?pe.ned. · ~ !' ·.
~,
I love SChlit~.
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I was a 97-pound weakling ...
and out of Schlitz
·

Malee $100 a month or more lit your
&paf!t time. For an EXCinNG OP·
POR'I1JNitY' call 842·1493 NfwMn
2-4 p.m. or 7·9 p.m., Wed., 'rh11re.,
or Frl~ ·
·

for the course, edited by Carl and "The New Morality.''
Selinger and published by UNM,
A long list of other significant
includes such authors as Robert topics follows these, and, as the
Kennedy, William Fullbright, text's cover indicates, "of course
Russel Baker, and James A. Pike. Henry the Horse dances the
The anthology (271 pages) waltz.'' (Shades of Billy Shears.)
could very possibly become naJunior and senior students in
tionally popular for use as a text the General Honors Program will
or for general reading.
supplement' the cour1e by «ll)nThe claBB, which will be attend- dueting diseWlllion leuion• in the
ed by approximately 400 fre8h- Honors Center with smaller nummen for the first .semester only, bers of freshmen.
will cover a wide variety of
If the course ean be charactertopics, including "Youth in Amerized
by a single word, it must be
ican Society/' "Race Relations,"
"confidence.'' The all-pan course
(no entering student ean fail)
presumes a great deal of confidence in the participants. The only
obligations assumed by the students are to attend classes and
do the readings.
No demands or pressures are
annexed to the class by exams or
fear of failing grades. The greatest demand on the students will
struction on the building has be to digest the tremendously imbeen completed and it will be in- portant and relevant readings and
spected within the month, al- to become stimulated to continue
though, it is not scheduled for their awareness after the course
occupation until 1968.
Used For Research
The new structure will be used
primarily for faculty research
and will also have a complete
wing of teaching laboratories.
16 Months From Completion
The Engineering Center, which
is 16 months away :from completion, will supply the department
with much needed classroom space
and faculty offices. It will cost
some $2,500,000.
Although the Uni-versity is
planning to begin construction on
its south campus in the future,
all five buildings to be constructed this year will be located on
the north campus.

~engal

quarterback Bill Ingra~J.

also found the mark several times
with on-the-dot ·puses, only to
llave hi. receiver drop the ball,
alter having the Lobo defender
beaten b.v tJJree or. four steps.
One of the bright spots for the
unpolished UNM attaclc is taUback David Bookert, a junior college tranafer. Of the 84 yards
(net) that the . Wollpack gained
on the ground the former Hobbs
High star picked up 73 of them.
The 6'-3", 190-pound junior carried the ball 19, timea and gained
94 yards while losing only one •
The top ball-carrier returning
from 1966, Ron Romans, carried
only twice for 'llix yards.
17,000 Fans Watch Victory
Over 17,000 fans tumed out
to watch the duel for the quarter~,~
back slot between junior letter-

The Juggler

GIRLS!

···~~····~·8:00p.m.

•lva State

Oct.

derwent construction during the
1966-67 school year, only one, the
addition to the biology building,
will be occupied this fall. The new
addition cost $1,720,000 and will
give the biology department more
classroom and laboratory space.
It will also provide the faculty
with research facilities.
Most expensive of the new
buildings is the Medical Science
Complex, located on Lomas Boulevard across from the Bernalillo
County Indian Hospital, which
will cost over $4,500,000. Con-

243-2881.

Idaho State

Utah

experimental course ID 111, UNM
is showing important leadership
in the area ·of enlightened education.
·
ID (short for Interdepartmental) 111 is the restult of the efforts of several individuals, primarily Law Professor Carl Selinger and Education Dean Chester Travelstead. The courae is
subtitled "Introduction to Contemporary American Thought.''
When the course's organizers
say "contemporary" they mean
"contemporary.'' The major text

Cost: of Five New Buildi.igs
To Tota-l Over $5 Million

..• ·-~·;~·:·:~... ·:·-~·- ~·::.: :--.:.~.. ~--:-~·:~-,:~·-::·-·;-··'. ::~:?t
---::, ·. <-:'·'_ -.··

points, but no one was quite sure
how. The lightly regarded Idaho
State bunch, playing one of the
few major college teams on their
schedule, often pushed the Lobo~
aside almost at will.
At one point the visitors gained
over 110 yards in three plays, only
to have two of the plays, good for
over 80 yards, called back because
of penalties.
Bengal Receivers Mulrecl Throw•

UNM Shows Leadership With ID lll

REMEMBER-We Print
Sweatshirts & T-Shirts
Your Design or Ours

'"8

,,

By NOOLEY REINHEARDT

Room Decoration
Headquarters

e
e
e

No.2

Bengals Shaken
•
By Wolfpack tn
Season Opener

OLDTOWN
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Malcen of
· lndia11 Jewel"

4 Une ad., 65¢-4 tilnes, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Boom 11>9, Student Publieations Building, or telephone 277-4002 or

tTUerque •• , •• , •• ,. ~ • 8 tOO p.in.
'lrigham YOI!ng•

Sc~

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

Vol. 71

WANT ADS

Lobos Foce BYU,
Open League Play

EXICO
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THE NEW STUDENT HEALTH C~~TE!l, currently .under con·
strudion at a proposed cost of $1 mdhon 1s scheduled for occupa·
tion in 1968. Located adjacent to ~ohn~on Gymnasium, ~h.e cen~er
will also be the home of the Umvcrs1ty College adm1mstratmn
offices. (Pho~ by Noland)
·~~
~r.;v
~
'
'
' !
'-:' t ! v ~ '1 ~ ' -i f • -~ ~· ~ & .,
'J

The Juggler, UNM's humorfeature magazine, is accepting
applications for staff positions
in Room 157 in the student publications wing of the journalism
building. The maga:~;ine, an Associated Students publication,
has ot~enings in its advet•tising,
circulation, and editorial departments.
Ca1•toonists, photographers and
writers of humor, satire and parody are also being sought, accordlug to manager Ron Bell. The
magazine's first deadline is Oct.
16.
•
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REMNANTS OF LAST Spring's Gentle Thursday greeted some
13,000 returning UNM students and ~ntering freshm_en as they
arrived on eampus last week. The pamted Ooral des1gns accent
the sidewalks of the Union mall. In apite of the beauty the Ooral
designs are supposed to lend to the campus, . the maintenance
people may have sometlting else to say: ,CPh~to b~ Nolallcl)
~-
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in Union

Anti-Wor Author
To Teach Writing
• ,

William Eastlake, author of the
best-selling anti-war novel "Castle
Keep," which will soon be released
as a film sta1·ring Burt Lancaster,
will taach a thrae-hour ('OUl'Se in
creative writing for UNM upperclassmen and graduate students this :fall.
Eastlake, a writer and ranche1·,
will commute from his home in
Cuba, N. M. to teach the course
here on Wednesdays.
"Castle Keep" describes the attempts of a band of American
soldiers to defend a Belgian castle
at the end of World War II, and
has been called Eastlake's best
novel. He has also p1.1blished "The
Bronc People" and "Portrait of
an Artist With 26 Horses."
Eastlake's short stories have
aJJpeared in magazines ranging
:fr•om the Paris Review to the Saturday Evening Post. He is represented in eight anthologies and
two college textbooks and many
editions of "Best Short Stories"
and "0. Henry's Pl'ize Stories."

terested in joining the UNM debate te11m are invited to attend.
The U:tiM debate team won 22
trophies in national and local
competition last year. Returning
to the squad are John Pound, national champion in extemporaneous speaking, and Olivia Gallegos,
national winner in oratory competition.
30 Memberfl Return
Thirty members of last year's
squad will return this fall, and
the :Forensics Union expects 15
to 20 new members to join.
The annual Duke City tournament, an invitational meet matching UNM and two other schools,
will be held in Albuquerque Dec.

1-2.

The debate squad also plans to
participate in national tournaments in Washington, D.C., Sacramento, Reno, Denvel·, Lubbock,
Abilene, and other cities. The first
scheduled meet is in Oklahoma
City Oct. 26-27. The Forensics
Union pays all expenses for debaters in competitions.
The national topic for collegiate debaters this year is ''Resolved: The federal government
should guarantee a minimum annual income for all citizens."
Serves Community
The UNM debate squad also
plans an intra-squad tourney
sometime during the year. The
Forensics Union participates in
community programs, giving
speeches and perfol'lnances for
service clubs and other organizations.
The Union will ente1• competition in a television debate series
sponsored by education stations
in the inter-mountain region. Preliminary contests will be taped at
local stations, with the winners
advancing to a final round to be
filmed in Salt Lake City.
The debate squad is directed by
Robert D. Dick of the UNM facul-

WHAT DO TI-l ESE UNM STUDENTS
HAVE IN COMMON?

Listen to KUNM

Debaters· Invited to Meet
The UNM Forensics Union will
meet Tuesday, Sept. 19, at 3:30
p.m. in Room 250-C of the Union.
Any undergraduate studetns in-
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ty. Assistant director is Brenda
Hancock, and there are two graduate assistants, David Bul•goyne,
Howard Cooper, and Joseph Vinovich.

Through Troffic
Is Barred on Vole
Yale Avenue NE from Central
Avenue to Lomas Boulevard was
closed to thro1.1gh traffic recently
as part of a general plan to make
the UNM campus a central pedestrian island. The street wm be
used only for faculty and visitor
curbside parking.
:Full title to Yale Avenue was
returned to UNM with the permission of the Albuquerque City
Planning Commission. Motorists
are asked to use University or
Girard Boulevard for cross-campus travel.
110ur next project is to extend
Redondo Drive into University
Boulevard to close the UNM campus to all motor traffic," .r. A.
Cairns, director of campus securtiy, said recently. Albuquerque
voters will be asked in a future
bond election to give title to UniVel'Sity Boulevard to UNM, and
the city will buy up adjacent land
for a cross street.
A new parking area is being
prepared just west of the UNM
Concert Hall to handle about 85
cars, Cairns said.
"Students and faculty are urged
to make use of the large parking
lot on Lomas Boulevard north of
Hokona Hall," Cairns said. The
lot west of Hokona Hall is being
closed and is the site for the new
College of Business Administration.

VISIT YOUR
MONEY

LARRY GASSMAN
Moth. Grad.
Beginning rate;
End rate:

Third 01nd Centr•l Downtown

PHONE 247-1021

342 wpm-59% camp.
1363 wpm-64% camp.

223 wpm-8B% camp.
2103 wpm-BO% camp.

,

...

TINA RUSSELL
UNM Student

FR. BRUCKNER
St. Pius X staff

AMERICAN
BANK of
COMMERCE

.

Beginning role:
End role:

Beginning rate:
End rate:

.I

e]

443 wpm-88% camp,
1364 wpm-96%comp.

PATTI DUNN
Speech Soph.

We guess we're
people, because we love to have
you visit us. If you march on downstairs in the Union
Building to cash your checks and handle your savings,
we won't protest! At the UNM branch of the American
Bank of Commerce, yov have your very own bank right
on campus with all the services you
require to keep that old cash in hand.
Just remember, it's bread, Baby. And
we hope you'll love us, too.

•
·~

H. RICHARD GOODEN
Exec. Officer, USAF

:(

,,I

Beginning role:
End role:

Beginning rclte:
End rate:

368 wpm-82% comp.
2500 Wpm-72% comp,

445 wpm-55% comp.
1220 wpm-84% camp.

Albuquerque Sunport

Union Buildinc, UniYerslty -ot New Muico

Read the Want Ads

SANDRA JOHNS
Nursing Soph.

·,
'I

Beginning rate:
End rate:

274 wpm-46% camp.

J

2000 wpm-76% camp.

•If
JOHN BACHECHI
UNMStudent

)

1 suppose it doesn't matter as much
to guys where they live, but it's a
little different for a girl. Maybe
it's the privacy I enjoy most about
The College Inn. There really are
times when you don't want other people
around. And people respect your
privacy at The College Inn. And
like having a maid come in and clean
my room. I'm not really that messy,
but sometimes you can get caught up in
school and extra curriculars. That's
when your room goes to pot. My own
bathroom. I really 1ike that. I
don't have to lug my curlers and stuff
down the hall at night or squeeze into
'
' .
a suite bath with three other gifls at·•·
7:00 in the morning. Living at The
College Inn is just nice, that's all.
Just nice."
11

~

'je·.

I

I

I .,
I'
J

j

Beginning r<liO:
End rate:

Psych. Senior
Beginning rate:
End rate:

272 wpm-82% camp.
2677 wpm-80% comp.

TI-lEY ARE ALL RECENT GRADUATES OF
TI-lE EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS COURSE
Until recently these people read about 200 to 400 words per minute. ThaYs about overage. Now they
read between 1200 to 2700 words per minute with understanding and recall. They have completed the
Evelyn Wood Reading DynCimics Course .•. a program that over 250,000 people, like you, have taken
to improve their reading rate and comprehension.
Attend a free demonstration at a time listed below. You will learn how we can help you to faster reading with comprehension and greater recall.

•

303 Ash N.E.
"' <

'

lha-hl
·~·

265-6761

....•......•...

MONDAY AND TUESDAY. SEPT. 18·19
Louisiana at Menaul

Phone 243-2881

We guarantee to increase the reading efficiency of each student
AT LEAST 3 times with good comprehension. We will refund
the entire tuition to any student who after completing minimum
class and siudy requirements, does not at least triple his reading
efficiency as measured by our beginning and ending tests.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.M.

207 DARTMOUTH NE

6:30 and 8 P.M.
Coronado Center, Town Hall

,.~.

ACHIEVEMENT WARRANTY

--------------------------Evmyn~d ~-----------------------------

FREE DEMONSTRATIONS
•

280 Wpm-77% comp.
1428 wpm-72% camp.

4:00 and 7:00 P.M.
U.N.M. Student Union Building
Room250·D

•

•
•.
•

To: EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS INSnTUtE

USE
COUPON
TODAY

207 Dartmouth NE .
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Dept. L918

Please send descriptive folder.
1 undentand that I am under no obligation and that
no salesman will call•

~
Street

Phone

•.
•.
•

•
.•
•
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by frank cody

Sgt. Pepper's Lonely He11rts
Club Band. The Beatles. (Capital•
MAS 2653)

UNM Expands-Maybe

'l'he Six Day War is over and
the :~;iots have subsided. Viet Nam
Summer was much like any other
summer with one important exception: ''Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band," the major cui·
tural event of 1967.
The 12th Bea.tle Album was
certified liS their 23rd million sell·
er even before it was rel!li!Sed,
and the success of the pack11ge is
a tribute to the creative genius of
Messrs. Lennon, McCartney, Harri:son, Martin, and Ringo.
Almost every national period.
ical was careful to include a review of "Sgt. Pepper." The. same
press corps that misquoted and
then condemned John Lennon for
saying "We're more popular than
Jesus," was suddenly anxious to
examine the new work of art.
(What the hell! It. was good for
circulation.) How unfortunate it is
that so few reviewers really knew
what they were talking about.
The New York Times's Richard
Goldstein probably made the most
massive blunder: "The obsession
wi.th production, coupled with a
surprising shoddiness in composition, permeates the entire album.
There is nothing beautiful on
'Sergeant Pepper.' •.. By the
third depressing hearing, it be·
gins to sound like an immense
put-on.''
Congratulations, Mr. Goldstein,
you finally caught on. Perhaps
you should not have attempted
to criticize what you admittedly
did not understand.
"Living is easy with eyes
closed,
Misunderstanding all you see;
It's getting hard to be someone,
But it all works out.
It doesn't matter much to me.''
It all started with "Strawberry
Fields Forever," released last
February (a lengthy six months
after "Revolver"), in the wake of
Some of our more perceptive readers may have noticed in numerous rumors of a Beatie
A single of exceptional
our first issue a column called "Bema" written by Nelson break-up.
skill, "Strawberry Fields" served
••·•Valdes on the editorial page and wondered just who or what as a hint of what was to come.
Bema was. Wonder no more; Bema is a Greek Orthodox altar. The very motivation for the creaof "Sgt. Pepper" lies in the
We use Bema (hopefully symbolically) in The Lobo as the tion
final minutes of the song. As the
title of a new column which will be written through the melody conventionally fades away,
1ear by members of the'lJlbl community about subjects of a dissonant and roaring collage of
sounds and voices builds loduer
interest to them and to our readers.
and louder. The Beatie success
Also on this page is a record review written by Frank story, instilled in the lyrics, is folCody, a UNM student and announcer for KDEF radio. The lowed by four creative individuals
the press, public, and
title, he assures us, is highly significant because "ubli~ubli~ telling
teeny-boppers to shove it. Unubli" is what jazzmen say when they're really turned on with fortunately, Good Guy Radio gave
us the Good Guy Temperature or
their music.
What these and other features The Lobo will initiate over screamed "Good Guy Super Hit
ONE! ONE! One! one!" over the
the year nnally will mean is, hopefully, a better-balanced important
final seconds as John
more readable, and most important, more widely read paper moaned "I'm very bored.''
"Sgt. Pepper'' is, in essence, the
for the UNM community.

UNM has reopened its doors for another school term. New
and returning students will soon be back in the swing of
lectures, notetaking, and coffee in the Union. Enrollment
this year will again include students from almost every state
in the Union as well as a number of foreign countries. Kansans, New Mexicans, Cubans and Greeks will interact in
Mitchell Hall and in the Union. Cultural terms will become
useless when an Indian from Santo Domingo meets an Indian
from New Delhi and a Spanish-American from Santa Fe
meets a Spanish~American from Bogot~.
,., . What better place for all this to happen than in the young,
casual atmosphere of the UNM campus. Although the University campus is more than 80 years old, a very recent
boom in growth and development is shaping the University
as we know it.
Most of this fall's students have been and are witnesses to
such tangible advances as the new Fine Arts Center and
Medical School, and to the significant expansion of the University library system. Perhaps less noticeable to the casual
observer but certainly vital are the additions to the staff
and student body. Every semester the University catalog
adds the names of outstanding, highly educated men to the
faculty roll. These men stand ready to serve hundreds of
serious students who have been attracted to the campus.
From top to bottom UNM stands a chance of becoming
one of the finer educational institutions in the United States.
President Tom Popejoy, one of the nation's most liberal and
progressive administrators, has certainly provided leadership from the top.
Popejoy will have a worthy associate this year in John
Thorson, recently elected by students as their representative. Thorson seems to have the drive and foresight to do
some exciting things for the students of UNM.
But the really important factor that makes or breaks a
university is the student body itself. The physical expansion
of UNM looks good on paper, but new buildings, good profes~
sors, and challenging programs are meaningless unless the
student body as a whole takes advantage of them. Since the
University exists for the benefit of its students it is not only
the p1·ivilege but the responsibility of each student to take
as active a part as possible in its affairs.

Bema-Who He?

death of "THE BEATLES.'' Attending the funeral on the cover
-to mention only a few of the
"immortals"-Bob Dyla!l, Oscar
Wilde, Lenny Bruce, Marilyn Monroe, Shidey Temple, M11rlene
Deitriech, Mae West, Fred As- ,
taire, Lt~urel ~:~nd Ht~rdy W. C,
Fields, Johnny Wei11muller, Tom
Mix, H. G. Wells, Lawrence of
Arabia, Kad Marx, Karl Stockhausen, and M11dame Tussaud's
wa11: figures of the Beatles themselves circa 1964. John, Paul,
George, and Ringo are resurrected
11s " ... the act you've known
for all these years, Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band . . !'
complete with stain and braid
brass band costumes. At the Beatles' feet is grass.
The bands between each selection have been reduced, creating
a pop music oratorio. P11ul McCartney opens the concert by affectionately and/or sarcastically
claiming
"You're such a lovely audience,
We'd love to take you home
with us!'
Ringo is then introduced as 11 • • •
The one and only Billy Shears
. , !' and proceeds to explain that
he gets by with "A Little Help
From My Friends.'' (Robert Goulet will never sing this one. It
belongs to Ringo.)
"Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds" is a travelogue advertis·
ing a land 11 • • • where rocking
horse people eat marshmallow
pies . . /' The imagery is sweet;
the taste is acid.
"Getting Better,'' a minor work
in the album, serves as a tonguein-cheek critical summation of the
entire package of songs. McCartney l11shes out in "Fixing a
Hole" when he sings:
"See the people there who disagree and never win
And wonder why they don't get
in my door.
I'm taking the time for a
number of things
That weren't important
yesterday!'
Cellos cradle the melody of a
story of a teenage girl as "She's
Leaving Home." Reviewers have
mistakenly attempted to parallel
this song with ''Eleanor Rigby.''
"Eleanor Rigby" is sad, touching,
and tender; "She's Leaving Home''
is brutal, biting, and Sl!rcastic.
"We sacrificed most of our
lives;
We gave her everything money
could buy
She's leaving home after living
alone
For so many years.
F11ther snores as his wife gets
into her dressing gown
Standing alone at the top of
the stairs

La Dolce Vita-byFranlc Jacome

She breaks down and cries to
her husband
Daddy our baby's gone
Why would she treat us so
thoughtlessly,
How c11uld she do this to me',!"
The montage of a Hammond
organ, recorded at ditfe~nt speeds
mixed and overlayed with electronic echoes, in ''Being for the
Benefit of Mr. Kite" evokes a
circus of the mind reminiscent
of Fellini's "Juliet of the Spirits."
"Kite" $Crves as an suitable ending for the first h!llf of the concert.
Part two of ' 1Sgt. Pepper" begins with "Within You, Without
You," George Harrison's latest
entry into the world of raga and
roll. Backed by a dilruba1 tabla,
three tambouras, eight violins,
three cellos, and a table harp,
George plays the guitar and
chants some of the finest and
worst lyrics on the album.
"Try to realb:e it's all within
younelf-no one
else can make you change
And to see you're really only
very small and life flows on
Within you and without you.We were talking-about the
love that's gone so cold
and the people,
Who gain the world and lose
their soul.''
At this point Harrison gets
hung-up in an esoteric game: '' ••.
they don't know~they can't seeare you one of them?'' There is,
however, the reconciliation that
"Within You, Without You" ends
in laughter.
The fantasy retirement of
"When I'm S~ty-Four" poses the
reality:
"Send me a postcard, drop me
a line,
Stating point of view.
Indicate precisely what you
mean to say,
Your's sincerely wasting away."
"Lovely Rita" pokes fun at the
inappropriate use of romantic
love. "Good Morning, Good Morning" employs a vast array of animal sounds likening horses galloping, dogs barking, and cocks
crowing to our preoccupation with
small talk, and with the reprise of
"Sgt. Pepper," it becomes evident
11 • • • we're getting very near the
end.''
"A Day In The Life," the most
impor~n~ :Lennon • :McCartney
composltton to date, serves as an
epilogue to the miniature universe
of "Sgt. Pepper.''
"I read the news today, oh boy.''
In a tone of disillusionment, the
Beatles beg the listener to simply
look at reality, but "A Day In The
Life'' was foolishly banned by the
BBC because it might encourage
"drug taking.''
Upon the death of Brian Epstein, Newsweek noted " • , . out
of their unlikely union eame a revolution in ):!Opular muic that
changed the sensibility of a generation.''
4'l'd love to turn J'OU on!'

. /'
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Nancy-Scoff Uniform Center
Uniforms
Mens and Ladies Lab Wear
2516 Centred S.E,

"NATIONAL CHAMPION" Jimmy Moore's

U-CUE BILLIARDS
Announces

LOWER PRICES FOR STUDENTS
SOc per hour
and fRB; LESSONS frpm Jimmy Moore
Bring your dah! for an ine11pensive
and enjoyable evening's entertalnme11t
256-9075

FEATURING RAZOR~CUTS
"for the Well-Groomed look
Your Date Will lave"
Four doors east of Mannie's

Ample Free Parking
255-4371

2914 Central S.E.

ATTENTION
Male and Female Students
Interested in earning $6.00 for a 20 minute practice
interview?
Headquarters, AT&T, will conduct a Bell System Re·
cruitor Training Conference at the Western Skies Motel
from Oct. 8 through Oct. 14. Students at the sophomore
level and above, including graduate students, are needed for practice interview sessions.
Gain the experience of an actual job interview and
make money too!!!

The Sitzmarkers Ski Club will
meet Tuesday, Sept. 19, at 7:30
p.m. in the Crystal Room of the
White Winrock Hotel. Membership cards for the '67-'68 season
will be on sale and plans for the
seasons' first big ski trip will be
discussed.

Listen to KUNM

You Will Be Paid in Cash at the Termination of Your

Interview!
Transportation will be provided from the Student Union Building
to the Western Skies and return.
SEE YOUR PlACEMENT OFFICE AT ONCE FOR FURTHER DEl/>.1\S

90.1 Mcs.

BULLETIN!

WooDYS

Drive In

Central at University

THE lOOK STORE IS NOW FEATURING
THE ONE lOOK YOU'LL USE FOR

A Tempting Variety of Lunch and Dinner Items

ALL COURSES I

Equip yourself now with a permanent lilesaver by
buying the 0-:te desk dictionary that won't let you
down. It's Weh.slw's Sn~mth New Colkgi4te - reIJIIiretl rw teeommmdetl h] JOIW English Jepartmmt.
This is the only Webster with the guidance you need
in spelling and punctuation. It's the latest. It in•
eludes 20,000 new words aod new meanings.
Owning your own copy is much easier and avoids the
hoards of guessing. So pick up this new diCtionary
now at the bookstore lot just $6. 7S indexed. It will
. still be a Jilesaver teo years from now.

GET YOUR OWN COPY TODAY.

WEBSTER'S SEVENTH NEW COLLEGIATE

...

Nine student government com, mittee openings have been an. nounced by Associated Stude11ts
President John Thorson.
Student Publications Board,
which serves as the publisher of
the. four ASUNM publications,
presently has fQur student openings.
Radio Board, which supervises the activitiel'l of KUNM-FM,
also has four openings, The Committee on the University, a joint
student- faculty adtrt.inistrative
committee, has three student
openings.
The Intramural and Recreation Board has two student open~
ings. This committee is responsible for the intramural spo:~;ts
and recreation program at UNM.
The entire New Student Orientation Committee is now open for
new members to begin planning
for next year. At least one of
the four student members will be
a frel!hman.
The Cultural Program Committee, Speakers Committee, and
the Popular Entertainment Committee presently have four openings each.
Thorson also announced openings on the Executive Assistants
P;rogram. This committee will
work in various phases oi student government with the purpose of learning more about the
functions of student government.
All interested students should
pick up applications in the Activities Center of the Union and
return them to Cheryl Bass, Executive Secretary of ASUNM.

Ski Club

SaYe yourself from crippling errors io reports aod
theme writing. Save time aod aYoid the tedium of
conectiog .tniatakes.

Now that it's been washed, it should be drying and shrinking up•

BEN'S BARBER SHOP
AND HAIRSTYLING

1

242-6591

3005 Central NE

Nine 'Committees
;Hove Jobs Open

I. Beef, Chicken, Shrimp and Ham Dinners
2. Eight Varieties of Hamburgers
3. Five Kinds of Hot Dogs

4. And Many Types of Snacks
We Cater for Parties, Picnics or whatever the Occasion

Open From
11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
11 a.m. to 1 a.m.

1717 CENTRAL NE
ALBUQUE~QUE

Phone 213--5389
WALK IN-CALL IN-

"

'
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Leftists Mull Third-Party Plan
By DAVID AIKEN
Collegiate Press Service
CHICAGO-Leaders of the
American left, meeting at a national conference on • "new politics," have decided to wor~ on
local political .~aces, ra.th.er than
run their own candidate for
president.
Although they finally voted for
the local organizing id!la advanced mainly by Students for a
Democratic Society, the 3600 delegates, who ranged frol'll young
New Leftists to old-line Reform
Democrats, were fairly evenly divided on the question, and a third
may still develop.
Possibly to appease the large
group of "left-liberals" who favo~·ed the third ticket idea, the
delegates decided to tack on an
amendment which extolled the
virtues of a possible independent
presidential ticket. The amendment put the convention in favor
of such a ticket "in those states
where local groups and organizations want to run such a campaign and feel there is
base
therefore."
Contradiction Seen
Some delegates saw an apparent contradiction between the primary resolution and its amcndJ'Ilcnt, but most seemed satisfied
that the main focus of effort
would be on local organizing.
There would be nothing to stop
coalitions of local groups from
forming to back a third ticket in
several states, however.
Most of the effort would be devoted to electoral campaigns for
Congress and state and local
offices, "education and direct action" efforts against repression of
black people and the Viet Nam
jwar, and "building dramatic
counter-institutions or transforming regular institutions so as to
create radical schools, co-ops,
etc."
Favor Local Effort
Most of the students at the conference-except for those in the
W.E.B. DuBois Clubs-seemed to
be on the side of local efforts. This
reffects the emphasis put by such
groups as SDS on working with
people "where they're at"whether they're at a university,
in• a black ghetto or a poor white
slum, or working in a. middleclass profession.
For example, former SDS vice
president Carl Davidson urged
those in the white "radical" cau-

a

cus to channel more energy into
efforts to "radicalize" such professionals as school teachers and
welfare workers ,and get them to
align themselves with the poor
people they aerve.
Reach Middle Class
A number of white students
have already moved into work in
white communities. Some, such as
those with the JOIN project in
Chicago, ·work in "poor white"
urban neighborhoods, while others, such as those with the Vietnal'll Summer project, attempt to
reach working-class and middle
class whites,
They see the need at present
as "building an organization (in
poor areas) which seeks power
over the decisions of landlords,
loan sharks, caseworkers, policemen. , , ., " as a ·position paper by
JOIN organizer Rennie Davis and
former Yale professor and pacifist Staughtort Lynd phrased it.
"The idea of an electoral campaign should arise organically,
:when people feel that there are
'certain problems which they cannot solve by other methods and
can perhaps solve by electing a
candidate, "Davise and Lynd
wrote.
Opportunity For Left
The opposite view was that a
national "peace and freedom
ticket" would offer the left "the
stage where the real debate on
national and international issues
takes piace." This was the position outlined in a. paper by Jerome Balter of Voters for Peace in
Rochester, N.Y.
The third ticket idea has the
support of the handful of ComJ'Ilunist Party members and the
several dozen DuBois Club members at the conference, though
these people are considered by
many leftists to be too dogJ'Ilatic
and even old-fashioned.
Both these viewpoints, however.
oppose the sort of campaign that
will be staged by students in the
"Alternative Candidate Taskforce" (ACT '68), announced at
August's National Student Association Congress. ACT '68 went
to work to get good nominees by
the major parties, especially the

cJhip~horf!
button-downer
lives up to
the Oxford
tradition

From Hippie Colony

Priest Will Speak
In Newman forum

HOUSE OF HALLMARK
OFFERS

The Largest Selection of

Hallmark Cards
Halloween & Party Items
Wedding Invitations
and All Paper Goods
Expert Monogramming

Yes We Hove Our New
Albums in For 1967

Xmas

3501 Lomas N.E.

T _____

USED

NEW

,. ·'

•
great sav1ngs

THE BOOHCASE
2608 CENTRAL SE

KD E F fUNRAllso
'(t\e-BUQUIEIIQUE. •

so\1~6

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

LOBO FOOTBALL
DOUBLEDAY BROADCASTING COMP~!'IY, INC

in Albuquerque ..•
SANITA'RY IMPERIAL

has the complete
laundry ond Dry Cleaning
Service!
You con count on Sanitary Imperial's professional
care regardless of what you send for cleaning!
You can count on Sanitary Imperial's dependable
service to fullfil! all your laundry and dry cleaning
needs.

...

Samtone
t:arffttd V(yd<all<1'

Sanitary Imperial
is a Sanitone
Dry Cleaner

This is the only dry cleaning procss recommended
by leading manufacturers of men's and ladies'
clothing and Sanitary Imperial has itl

Sanitary Imperial
is a quality
Launderer

ON-CAMPUS PICK-UP and DELIVERY
Two-way Radio Dispatched Trucks get the Sanitary
Imperial routeman to your location fast. Service
when you want it ••• as you want itl

CALL 243-5671
Plus Four Convenient Drive-In Locations
• 700 Broadway N.E.
• 200 Wyoming S.E.
• 223 Silver S.W.
• 5007 Lomas N.E.

Authentic from collar to cuff. With locker loop
and neat back pleat. Easy-care 50% polyester/
50% cotton Oxford. Crisp Autumn solids. 28 to 38.
"Smartest Styles in Ladiea' Apparel"

lACKBURN~S
--LADIES READY TO WEAR

Ph. 255-8817

often couldn't handle
rush Saturday.
\

II
I

the ISU

The key to the rest of the season seems to be how much finesse
the Lobos can add to their overall game froJ'Il week to week:
Weeks and his coaches still think
the potential is there and only
hope htey can develop it in a
hurry.
Idaho State is the only "easy"
team on the UNM schedule. The
rest are from major college ranks
and the Lobos will have to reach
their peak quickly to have a winning season.

Chamber Music

Musicians Invited
To Join Program
The UNM department of music
is offering UNM students a
chance to participate in chamber
music groups involving violin, viola, cello, string bass, and piano.
The groups will be operated at
a professional or purely recreational level according to the desires and abilities of each ensemble.
The gr6ups will meet one hour
per week and will be coached by
a new assistant professor of cello, Miss Joanna de l{eyser of San
Fernando State College.
Any interested students should
contact Profellsor de l(eyser in
the department of music.
DISCOUNTS 10 UNA\
stuDENtS & FACULn ·

Louis Vrattos..• :·
Jewelen : :··
Expert on Swiss· and '
American WatChes
WATCHES- GIFT$
DIAMONDS

LOBO QUARTERBACK Terry
Stone runs into a solid wall in
the name of Idaho State linebacker Otis Thomas as he attempts to get off a pass early in
the first half pf UNM's opening game Saturday night at
University Stadium. Lobo co·
captain Dennis Marr, (55) is
shown rushing back to Stone's
aid. (UNM Photo)

r·---·---~
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Anglicans
·Orthodox
Episcopalians
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I

Sunday Eucharists
7:30AM lO:OOAM
448 Ash N.E.
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5:00PM

Fr. Crews, Chaplain
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Wooden Spoons

Concert Holl

Bring This Ad In

Subscribers to Theater Series
May now pick up their tickets
at the Box Office

For a FREE Ballpoint Pen

With the Complete Football Schedule
On It

Shop
Varsity Barber Shops

2

Two Locations
Old Town Plaza
842-8022

LOCATIONS

2408 Central SE - Phone 243-4267
Basement of Student Union
Northwest Corner - Phone 277-4815
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EXCELLENT
DRY CLEANING
SERVICE

5318 Menaul NE

SAVE MONEY WITH
OUR
STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD

YourLtmndry?

"'

25

SPECIAL THRU
SEPT. 30

.. 1-Day (24 hr.) Service on Shirts ..

11

BAKERS HALF-DOZEN"

11

lf your clothes are becoming TO you,
they should be coming to us/'
111-B Harvard SE
across from the posl·alfice

2554969

-n.............

(Continued From Page 1)
man Rick Beitler and transfer
Terry Stone.
Stone started the game for
Coach Bill Weeks and il'llmediately
went to the air on the first three
plays; After that he and Beitler,
the starter ill '66, shared the duties almost evenly.
Both threw touchdown passes
and had their good and bad
moments. Stone, playing his first
varsity game as 11. Lo~o, seemed
to find himself late in the second
half.
The former Baylor player headed a 53-yard drive for six points
with 4:21 left in the gaJ'Ile. The
Lobos covered the distance in five
plays. The drive was capped by
a three-yard scoring pass from
Stone to fl,anker Bob Fowler.
Bengals Push Forward
Stone completed eight of 20
pass attempts for 121 yal'ds. On
the ground he lost 16 yards on
two plays when the Lobo offensive
line failed to check the rushing
Bengals.
Beitler, who also initiated a
scoring drive, hit on two of 11
passes for 55 yards. His was a 54yard march early in the third
quarter to climax the drive. Bookcrt moved the ball to the Idaho
State four and then Beitler hit
Emilio Vallez for the TD.
Pro-Set I Formation Used
New Mexico's new pro-set I
formation was intended to open
the Lobo passing game and it appears to have done just that. Absent Saturday was the constant
:running attempts that have marked past UNM teams.
But with well over a score of
juco transfer and sophomores,
New Mexico has had to spend
much of the time working only
on the basics of the game.
This week the Lobos will try
to polish what could be the winning passing attack and try to
establish some type of solid running game to go with the aerials.
Defense Needs Strength
The defensive men \viii probably go through as J'll.Uch work
as any group, however. The Lobos
looked ready to butt heads with all
comers in practice sessions, but

BOOKS

H"re again, fast service plus prafauional performance has
made Sanitary Imperial a leader in fabric care and
cleaning I

3503 lomas at Carlisle NE

UNM Downs ISU 1n Grid Opener

at the conference ,to successfully Against strenuous opposition from
demand half the votes on the many "radicals" and some "liber·
als," the argument that black
plenary floor.
people
accounted for at least half
Votes had been alloted to organizations on the basis of how _ of the "active" people in the "libmany "active members" they had. eration movement" was accepted.

5.00

Rev. Malcolm Boyd, the Episcopalian priest serving San Francisco's hippie colony and the
author of the best-selling "Are
You Running With Me, Jesus?",
will speak at the first Newman
Forum in the UNM Concert Hall
on Oct.ll.
Rev. Boyd's work is an attempt
to develop meaningful religious
language and prayer for those
outside the traditional church.
The second Newman Forum
speaker is Dr. John Bennett,
president of the Union Theological Seminary in New York City,
who will appear in the Concert
Hall on Jan. 19.
Saul Alinsky, national organizer of the Neighborhood Community Action programs, will
conclude the series on April 25.

q~·

Democrats. The people at the
New Politics convention had a
definite lack of interest in working within either of the two national parties. Loud boos greeted
Theodore Weiss, a reform Democrat frol'll Manhattan, when he
pled for leftists to work within
the Democratic party,
Kennedy Unpopular
Almost as many delegates seemed to despise Sen. Robert F, Kennedy, whom many ACT '68 supporters seem to favor, as they do
President Johnson. Representatives of an "RFK in '68" organization were not even allowed to
join the convention as delegates,
but had to be content with observer" status.
Although the radicals who favored local organizing were the
'wrf'lrentt wjlnners, it was the
. black militants who really dominated the conference.
Black Coup Staged
Before the major tactical question even caJ'Ile up on the conference floor the blacks staged what
amounted to a coup. By implying
that they would walk out if their
demansd were not met, they succeeded in getting the convention
to approve a list of declarations
ranging from support of "the
concept of self determination for
black people" to condemnation of
"the imperialistic Zionist war" in
the Middle East.
The latter was qualified with
the disclaimer that "this condemnation does not imply antiSemitism," but it aroused the
most vehement debate of any of
the points.
Under the ultimatuJ'Illaid down
by the black caucus, the entire
list of positions had to be accepted without change. lt was.
One of the major financial contributors to the National Conference on New Politics, Harvard
professor Martin Peretz, reportedly left the convention because
of this, saying, "there is no place
for people like me."
Blacks Dominate
The black caucus later took advantage of one provision of the
13 points, giving blacks half the
membership on all the committees
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$I 800 Saving

UTEP, Colorado State Join

WAC Expands to 8 Teams
The Western Athletic Conference was expanded to eight members effective July 1, 1968, by a
vote of 4-2 by the presidents of
member colleges meeting in Denver two weeks ago.
The Univel·sity of Texas at El

New Class Offered
In Religious History
An undergraduate colloquium
in Modern American Social and
Religious History will be taught
this fall under the American Studies program.
American Studies 301 will be
taught by Ferenc M. Szasz of
the University of Rochester. The
colloquium will examine the
broad scope of American social
and religious development from
the post-Civil War pe1·iod through
the rise of nco-orthodoxy in the
1940's.
Topics to be dealt with include
the rise of the "mass man," alienation and conformity in the
1920's, the problem of poverty,
the place of the Negro, and the
growth of nco-orthodoxy.
Brigham Young coach Tommy
Hudspeth: "One of our quarterbacks is so slow that when he
runs the option he kills the stadium grass."

Hockey league
College students interested
in joining the New Mexico
Hockey League are invited to
an organizational meeting on
Saturday, Sept. 23, at 8807
Cordova, NE, the home of
League President Bud Harwick. For more information,
call Buck Schreyer at 2774649 in the day or at 299-1255
in the evening.

the WAC members in football
this year, but, of course, will not
be eligible for the title until next
year, Colorado State only faces
Wyoming from the coufe1·ence
this season.
Acceptance of the invitation
by the two new schools is just a
formality according to WAC
Commissioner Paul Brechler. He
said that both universities had
expressed an earlier desire to be
added to the conference.
There is a possibility that other
schools will be added in the future, Among those mentioned, besides Utah State and NMSU, is
San ose State---a Lobo foe this
year.

Paso (Texas Western) and Colorado State University a1·e the
two new members.
The two presidents voting
against expansion were Dr.
James C. Fletcher of Utah and
Dr. Ernest L. Wilkinson of Brig·harn Young. They both favored
having Utah State inducted into
the WAC.
Schools supporting the expansion were New Mexico, Arizona,
Arizona State, and Wyoming.
After the attempt to have Utah
State added, New Mexico president Torn L. Popejoy moved to
add New Mexico State. But that
motion failed also.
Texas Western plays all of.

New Deal Is MadeOn U. Directories
As a result of a new agreement
with Institutional Directories,
UNM students will receive their
student directories this year at
no cost. Associated Students
President John Thorson announced yesterday that a savings
of $1800 was made under the new
agreement.
The directory, to be delivered
about Nov. 1, will be the size of
a regular telephone directory
complete with a detailed listing
of student organizations and administrative offices on campus.
Mr. Bill Crowder, representative for Institutional Directories,

FULL TIME-PART TIME
Girls over 18 for New Line: New Training: Extra high pay : Can be supervi~or
in 2 months. Minimum pay $100. per
month. Call: D'Amico Enterprises, 2554541. 9/13, 18, 20.
FOR RENT
THE COLLEGE INN still has some accommodations a.vailbale. 20 meals a week,
maid & linen service, color TV, swimming pqol, laundry facilities, private
parking, walking distance to campus.
Moderately priced. 803 Ash NE. Phone
243-2881.
ROOM&BOARD
THE COLLEGE INN still has some accommodations available. 20 meals a week,
maid & linen service, eolor TV, swim..
ming pool, laundry facilities, private
parking, walking distance to campus.
Moderately priced. 303 Ash NE. Phone
243-2881.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on :Munday & thursday. E 1!: E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243.0588.

Campus Laum;lry & Cleqning

Norge Equipped
Counselor Alway• on Duly
Open 8 A.M,.S P.M..
Easy Access-Off Street Parking
Next to Don Pancho's
21 06 Central S E
247.0036

RQfDRUNNER/MY

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom
Vol. 71

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00, Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·
tions Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

announced that there will be several immediate openings for atudents wishing to sell ads. Interested students should apply with
Cheryl Bass, ASUNM executive
secretary, in the Activities Center of the Union.

Wednesday, September 20, 1967

•
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•

FOR SALE
MOTORCYCLE, Yamaha 80cc. Includes
luggage rack, dual mirrors & tum
signals. $175.00. See Jay or John Davis,
1008 Copper NE. 9/18, 20, 21, 22.
100% HUMAN HAm FALL, med. brown,
purchMed in July, worn 4 times. $130.
value, sell for $80. A fur stole, in a lt.
brown squirrel. New. Will ~;~acrifice {or
$4.0. Also assorted women's clothm sizes
8 thru 10. Phone 268-5765.
HELP WANTED
FREE room & board for female in exchange for babysitting from 2:30 p.m.
to 11 :30 p.m. 5 days a week. Looated on
Yale & Kathryn, Phone 842-8535. 9/18,
20, 21, 22.
MISCELLANEOUS
THE COLLEGE INN still has some accommodations available. 20 meals a week,
maid & linen service, color TV, swimming pool, laundry facilities, private
parkinz, walking distance to campus,
Moderately priced. 303 Ash NE. Phone
243-2881,
PERSONALS
"DATE APPLICATION with an Eligible
Bachelor" 35¢, S for $1.00. Royal Enterprises, Box 1502, Santa Fe, N.M. 87501.
9/18, 20, 21, 22.
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHADELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
don't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for samples and liat. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.

B.C. Joins Lobo
"B.C.," Johnny Hart's wacky
comic strip about life in prehistoric times, begins today in
The Lobo. Follow the antics of
B.C., the Neanderthal Everyman, Wiley the poet, Thor, the
inventor of the wheel, Curly
the avid fisherman, and others
every day on the editorial page.

Hatfield to Address
U. Audience Sept. 22

we'D Jove you

~:

soon
the ftower ahoppe 9/18, 20, 21, 22.

FOR MORE THAN 13,000 students at UNM, fall tegisttation was a busy time. Shown hete going
thtough the hectic toutine which many feel confuses more and more students each yeat ate from
left, Bruce Bunten, Lynn Bar~er, and Edward W. Whitcher. Returning students were plagued with
still another inconvenience this year, having to learn a new I.D. number. Final results ftom the foUl'•
day registration period wel'e not immediately available but an all-time entollment tecord in ptedicted.
(UNMPhoto)

U. Enrollment Now 13,088

BALLI or LIVBLY
gear for lhe lrek
back lo books

With many anticipated late registtations still to come, UNM enrollment for the 1967·68 fall semester stands at 13,088, ,J. c.
MacGregor, director of admissions, said yesterday. This figure
represents a six per cent increase
over the 1966 fall total of 12,979.
Final totals will not be available until a count is made of late
registrants and off-campus resident credit centers at Holloman
Air Force Base, Los A1amos, and
Gallup, MacGregor said.
"We would estimate that total
registration would pass the 13,500
mark and maybe even beyond,"
he said.
Breakdown of registrants into
classes, individual colleges, and
resident and non-resident categories is done by computers, but

If enroute to enrollment, a visit to

this Establishment is mandatory.
Here be the suits, the casual clothing
of spirit. And the furnishings to finish off the whole with flair. Counseling daily.

NEW LOCATION •••
314 Gold Avenue, S.W.

Next to the Bank of
New· Mexico Building.

is not yet complete. The 13,088
figure encompasses University
College, the Colleges of Arts and
Sciences, Business Administration, Education, Engineering, Fine
4\.Tts, Nursing, PharmacY), the
graduate school, the Schools of
Law and Medicine, and the dental
hygiene program.
"The reasons for such a small
increase in enrollment are primarily the lack of any appreciable
differences in size of the average
graduating class in New Mexico
high schools this year and the increase in non-resident tuition effected by the state legislatute,"
MacGregor said.
UNM is presently considering
a pre-registration program designed along the lines of computer
programmed classes, he said.
"The idea of pre-registration

is definitely in the planning stages
but is a long way off/' he said.
Pte-registration is very expensive and. requires much preliminary planning and preparation.
Pre-advisement would become a
necessity if pre-registrations and
computer programming were initiated at UNM, said MacGregor.
UNM is currently operating
under a mass registration system whieh MacGregor calls "the
most economical system because
registrntion is completed within
three or four days without any
complex and expensive advisement procedures."
The Office" of Admissions and
Records is required by law to hold
back final registration figures
until 21 days after late registrations are completed, MacGregor
said.

By CHUCK REYNOLDS
Oregon's freshman Senator
Mark Hatfield, who last month
called the South Vietnamese government a "United State& puppet,"
will address a UNM audience at
8:15 Friday, Sept. 22, in the
Concert Hall.
Admission is free to the speech,
which is sponsored by the Speakets Committee of UNM and the

Henry Kiker Lecture Memorial.

Hatfield is reported in the August 11 New York Times to have
called for a 1968 "Republican
peace party" which could present
to the voters an alternative to the
present Viet Nam policy. He has
asked for a halt in the bombing
and a "de-Americanization" of
the whole VietNam war.
On the January 15 "Meet the
Press," Hatfield remarked that
the bombing had been unsuccessful, so "why continue it?"
In the same program, freshmen
Republican Senators Charles Per~Y
(Ill.), Howard Baker Jr.
(Tenn.), and Clifford Hannet
(Wyo.) asserted that cessation
would be a mistake without balancing concessions from the
enemy.

Bahm Named Editor
Dr. Archie J. Bahm, a UNM
professor of philosophy, was re·
cently appointed philosophy editor of the "Journal of Thought,"
a magazine dealing with contemporary issues, edited by professors at several southwestern universities. Dr. Bahm is the author
of 12 books on philosophy.

Report Raps" South's Negro Schools

itrtuuau~ .a

Monday thru Friday
9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Saturday
9 A.M. to 1 P.M.
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. By_WALTERGRANT
Collegiate Press Service
WASHINGTON - "They tell
us to lift ourselves up by our own
boot straps, but we don't even
have boots to put our feet in,"
says Lucious H. Pitts, president
of Miles College, a predominately
Negro college in Birmingham,
Ala.
Miles College, like 32 other
traditionally Negro institutions
of higher education in the South,
is unaccredited. The quality of
its education is far below that of
most Southern non-Negro colleges and universities.
Even the 71 predominately Negro institutions. in the South
which are accredited do not pro·
vide equal higher educational OPportunity for theil' students, ac•
cording to a report released re•
cently by the Southern Regional
Education Board.
Institutions In Trouble
"I don't think anybody can
deny that we• are in real troub!o,"

Pitts said in reference to the 're- colleges and universities, Pitts
port. "But it's not our fault," he thinks the drafters of the report
adds. "The people who sponsored and the SREB should have adthis report are the same ones who · mitted they are the ones who
are respon-siblo fol' the 1100r qual- have failed to provide equal eduity of Negro education in the cation for Negroes.
South."
"Miles College and many other
Pitts explained that Southern institutions like Miles are in a
governors and legislators form vicious cycle," Dr. Pitts said. "We
the backing of the Southern Re- are not accredited and we can't
gional Education Board. The re- get accredited until we get adeport, prepared for SREB by the quate facilities, courses, and
Commission on Higher Educa• faculty salaries. We can't do this
tiona} Opportunity in the South, without money, and when we go
said Southern Negro .institutions into a foundation office and ask
"do not match their predominate- for money they turn us down be•
ly white counterparts in admis- cause we're not accredited."
sion standards, breadth and depth Repott Not All Negative
of curriculum, quality of instrucSeveral other presidents of
tion, or preparation of students predominately Negro institutions
for employment.''
also have issued statements saying the SREB repott is unfair
Miles Caught In Cycle
In a telephone interview, Pitts and should place the blame for
said, "I sit here at my desk and the poor q_uality of Negro educawonder if there is any holle for tion on the South as a region,
an institution like Miles after
The report, however, is not all
reading a report like this."
negative. Writers of the report
Rather than criticizing Negro say it is designed to "serv-e as a

springboard for action which Will
provide equal and broader educational programs for Negtoes in
the South, lead to improved instruction and carefully planned
development at traditionally Negro colleges, and encourage the
Southern states to shape public
policies aimed at forging a single,
high quality system of higher education for all ·their citizens.''
The key conclusion of the report was that the South's traditionally Negro universities and
colleges should be improved rath·
er than scrapped. Many of these
institutions, the report said, "can
contribute greatly to the South's
effort to provide equal education
to Negroes, particularly during
the transitional period ahead."
Report Calls For State Help
Specifically, the report called
for the establishment of a Regional Institute for Higher Educational Opportunity to assist the states
and their educational systems in
(Continued On Page 6).

SEN. MARK HATFIELD
Freshman Massachusetts Senator Edward Brooke called for a
complete re-evaluation of the ra·
tionale of the bombings.
Supported Goldwater
Hatfield served two four-year
terms as governor of Oregon
prior to his election to the Senate
in 1966. He is 44 years old. He
keynoted the 1963 Republican
convention and supported the
candidacy of Barry Goldwater. ~~Hatfield earlier this year called
1968 Republican presidential
chances "excellent!' He said that
war and peace would be the fundamental issue, and added that
the conservative-liberal polariza·
-tion of 1964 would not be so extreme in 1968.
"There will not be a replay of
1964," he said on Jan. 9 of this
year. But he also emphasized that
the victory may require a disintegration of Democratic unity and
a substantial effort by the Republican party.
A reception for Sen. Hatfield
will be held Friday at Diamond
Jim's Winrock, from 5 to 6:30
p.m., sponsored by the Kiker Lecture Memorial. Admission is ,
$7.50 per couple.
~,

Engineering Futures·
Topic of Discussion
"Future Trends in Engineering
Education" will be the topic of
discussion at a meeting of the
student branch of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers to be held
tonight at 7:30 in Room 219 of
the electrical engineering build·
ing.
Guest speaker .at the meeting
win be Dr. Arnold H. Koschmann,
chairman of ~he electrical engineering department. Anyone interested is inviwd to attend.

